Injury prevention and risk communication: a mental models approach
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ABSTRACT

Individuals’ decisions and behaviour can play a critical role in determining both the probability and severity of injury. Behavioural decision research studies peoples’ decision-making processes in terms comparable to scientific models of optimal choices, providing a basis for focusing interventions on the most critical opportunities to reduce risks. That research often seeks to identify the ‘mental models’ that underlie individuals’ interpretations of their circumstances and the outcomes of possible actions. In the context of injury prevention, a mental models approach would ask why people fail to see risks, do not make use of available protective interventions or misjudge the effectiveness of protective measures. If these misunderstandings can be reduced through context-appropriate risk communications, then their improved mental models may help people to engage more effectively in behaviours that they judge to be in their own best interest. If that proves impossible, then people may need specific instructions, not trusting to intuition or even paternalistic protection against situations that they cannot sufficiently control. The method entails working with domain specialists to elicit and create an expert model of the risk situation, interviewing lay people to elicit their comparable mental models, and developing and evaluating communication interventions designed to close the gaps between lay people and experts. This paper reviews the theory and method behind this research stream and uses examples to discuss how the approach can be used to develop scientifically validated context-sensitive injury risk communications.

ROLE OF MENTAL MODELS IN INJURY RISK AND PREVENTION

With more focus by health authorities and researchers, the toll of injuries is becoming better understood. In the EU, injury is the fourth leading cause of death overall, with many times as many non-fatal injuries.1 World Health Organization data estimate that about 8% of deaths worldwide in 2004 were due to fatal injury (excluding war), with 75% unintentional.2 In the USA, although unintentional injury accounts for <10% of deaths, it accounts for about 30% of years of life lost before the age of 75 (Arias,3 unpublished).

Injuries generally occur in dynamic situations where people respond to real-time information and conditions. Passive interventions that do not require behaviour change are often more effective than active interventions that do.4 However, passive interventions are not available for all injury situations, and sometimes legal requirements are rejected as overly paternalistic. When passive interventions are available and accepted, individuals’ decisions and behaviours still affect their use and thus injury probability and severity.5 Designing communications to improve decision making and safe behaviour is therefore an essential component of injury prevention.

We propose using the ‘mental models’ method of risk communication—successfully used in health and environmental risk domains—in the domain of injury prevention. As in these domains, injury risk exists within an interactive system involving people, groups, institutions, policies and physical settings.6–10 In the injury prevention literature and in public health literature more generally, this system is conceptualised as consisting of a host (person who faces injury risk), the agent or vehicle (which transmits the risk) and the physical and social environments impacting the host and agent.11 A successful risk communication research strategy in these other areas has been to contrast formal ‘expert’ models of those processes with intuitive mental models, and to develop communications to improve those mental models.12–14

The methodology has been applied in many domains, including radon in the home,15 pathogens in drinking water,16 sexually transmitted diseases (STDs),17 breast cancer,18 breast implants,19 vaccines,20 and natural resource management,21 among others.

An individual’s mental model of a dynamic system is a simplified cognitive representation of a complex system that exists in the world.22 It consists of relevant knowledge and beliefs, including perceptions of interconnectedness. It may be called upon over time for making inferences, changing in detail with time, experience and context. Once assembled, mental models affect how subsequent information is processed.23 Information consistent with existing beliefs is more easily acquired and integrated, strengthening those beliefs, whether accurate or not. Where people have had effective instruction, their beliefs might largely approximate those of the experts, albeit with less depth. Where they lack instruction, people draw upon whatever comes to mind—including personal experience, formal education and media communications—to devise and evaluate possible decision options.
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In the context of injury prevention, mental models can lead people to make poor choices because:
- The actions seem so natural that they are taken without thinking.
- Gaps or misconceptions lead to underestimating risks or overestimating effectiveness of protective measures.
- People cannot understand instructions well enough to heed or follow them.
- People fail to recognise changes in their circumstances that affect injury risk.

**MENTAL MODELS APPROACH TO RISK COMMUNICATION**

In such cases, people need help in refining their mental models. Yet it is recognised in the injury prevention literature that limited communication between researchers, practitioners and lay people, as well as insufficient sensitivity to contextual factors and actual knowledge needs when using a public health approach to injury prevention, contributes to difficulties in translating research findings into practice. This is known as a research-to-practice gap.10 24 25 The mental models approach to risk communication addresses barriers to getting needed expertise to lay decision makers. The theory starts with the foundational assumption of behavioural decision theory that an individual’s beliefs influence his or her decisions, which influence behaviours. The approach integrates two research traditions: (1) elicitation of expert beliefs (to perform the formal analysis); and (2) mental models research (to describe and address lay beliefs), and requires five steps:
- Elicit domain expert beliefs and integrate them in a formal model of the risk situation.
- Elicit lay beliefs about the same domain.
- Compare expert and lay beliefs to identify consequential gaps and misperceptions.
- Use structured surveys to estimate the population prevalence of beliefs.
- Develop and empirically evaluate contextually relevant communications.

Here we highlight the essentials of the method, although it is not possible to provide a detailed methods section for each step (more details of the methodology are given by Morgan et al13). We then review some previous research that might best convey findings into practice. This is known as translational research. This shows that pre-event prevention activities may influence environmental, agent and host factors which, in turn, affect the probability and severity of the injury event. The event and event-related prevention activities can affect environmental and host factors, as well as injury processes. These factors, together with post-event injury prevention activities, influence final outcomes.

Although they do not use the language of influence diagrams and expert models, Juarez et al developed a model of influences on teenage driving decisions and behaviours based on a literature review.8 It is reproduced in figure 2A with appropriate modifications to illustrate an example of a preliminary expert model of influences on driving decisions and possible injury. In figure 2B we create an illustrative example of a more detailed sub-model of individual factors and social influences on driving decisions.

Once a preliminary model has been created, it undergoes iterative evaluation with domain experts, sometimes meeting more than once with each expert. This may involve one-on-one semi-structured interviews or discussion with a panel of experts. Discussions often include a visual representation of the preliminary model. Experts help develop more detailed sub-models.

Experts should represent the range of views on relevant topics. For injury prevention they would include epidemiologists who understand risk factors, experts in the technologies and environments creating or mitigating risks, policy analysts.

---

**Figure 1** A basic template for an influence diagram of injury risk processes. Adapted from Morgan et al13 and reprinted with permission from Cambridge University Press.
knowledgeable in institutional determinants and social scientists familiar with research into individual and social aspects of injury-related behaviour. The expert model is a composite of expert knowledge and beliefs, and is not one assumed to exist in the head of any one expert. It may include contradictory beliefs and uncertainties, if that is the state of the science, and miss variables that researchers have not studied.

Step 2: Eliciting lay beliefs
This involves in-depth individual interviews following a protocol developed around the expert model. The goal is to elicit beliefs in terms that are natural to respondents. Individual interviews are preferred to focus group interviews because the behaviours in question are generally at the individual level and because, in focus groups, a few people can influence others’ thoughts or propensity to speak, leading to incomplete or inaccurate elicitation.

Interviews are recorded and transcribed in order to help researchers to hear exactly what each respondent says, as well as to allow independent coding of the interviews. Interviews start with open-ended questions (“What do you know about escalators?”) in order to avoid suggesting specific ideas or wording. Respondents are asked to elaborate on whatever they say. Once respondents have exhausted these self-generated thoughts, they are asked semi-structured questions about each concept in the expert model, again in general terms (“What might be special risks for children?”). The interview might conclude with structured questions, like those on surveys, with a request to explain the answers (“On a five-point scale, how useful are the emergency buttons on escalators? Why do you say that?”). Because such questions can be reactive (in the sense of affecting respondents’ thinking), positioning them at the end of the interview keeps them from affecting responses to the initial open-ended questions meant to capture the most natural and spontaneous thoughts.

In a homogeneous population, a sample of 20 individuals affords roughly a 50% chance of observing each belief held by at least 5% of a population. From this perspective, a sample of 20–30 should reveal all beliefs that are at least somewhat common. Ethnographic researchers have found that no new ideas are mentioned after as few as 12 interviews.29 For these reasons, and because of the high cost of interview research, mental models interview samples typically include 20–30 respondents.

Step 3: Analysing interview transcripts to identify gaps and misperceptions
The third step in the method involves analysing interview transcripts to identify gaps and misperceptions in both lay understanding and the expert model. Although, by definition, experts know more than lay people, eliciting lay beliefs can reveal variables and relationships missing from expert

---

Figure 2  (A) An example of an influence diagram depicting a preliminary expert model of driving behaviour and vehicle crash, adapted from Juarez et al.8 by permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd. (B) An example of a detailed sub-model illustrating influences of individual driver characteristics and social factors on some driver decisions, based on Juarez et al.’s literature review.
conceptualisations. Sometimes those additional concerns reflect misunderstandings that communications can address, sometimes they reflect topics that might be relevant but have yet to be studied scientifically, and sometimes they reflect contexts or outcomes that experts have tended to neglect but which could be studied (eg, “If people are concerned about seeming alarmist, we can help to create social norms that will legitimate asking for help”).

Interview analysis involves coding statements in responses into the variables and relationships in the expert model. Responses that do not fit are used to create an auxiliary list of concepts that can be evaluated in terms of whether they are missing from the expert model or irrelevant to it. Having two individuals independently code transcripts allows assessment of the reliability of the process. The conceptual clarity of the expert model typically allows high coding reliability.

Using both a formal expert model and open-ended interviews represents a compromise between the complementary methods of highly structured surveys, which can miss important lay beliefs and intuitive modes of expression but sample large groups and support statistical analyses, and fully qualitative research which can capture lay beliefs in ways that capture their fuller social context but make it hard to evaluate and improve their accuracy.

**Step 4: Structured surveys**

The fourth step involves structured surveys with large samples to assess the prevalence of beliefs as suggested in the interviews. This method avoids limiting investigation only to concepts thought relevant by a handful of researchers or domain experts; in particular, such experts may not be sufficiently aware of contextual factors or personal motivations that influence real-time behaviours. Large sample sizes are used for quantitative analyses to determine prevalence of beliefs, context differences (workers in a mine versus a factory), population differences (adolescents versus adults), etc. More details on survey research methods are discussed by, for example, Converse and Presser and Krosnick.

**Step 5: Developing context-appropriate risk communications**

The fifth step involves developing context-appropriate risk communications to correct important gaps and misperceptions while reinforcing appropriate beliefs. Interview transcripts suggest context and wording that will resonate with the intended audience(s). Empirically testing communications determines whether they are understandable and sufficiently correct gaps and misperceptions. One of the first mental models studies considered radon risk communication. The researchers evaluated two communications they developed and an existing model of the radon risk. Evaluation methods included think-aloud protocol analysis, problem solving and a series of true/false questions. This approach is typically allows high coding reliability.

Using both a formal expert model and open-ended interviews represents a compromise between the complementary methods of highly structured surveys, which can miss important lay beliefs and intuitive modes of expression but sample large groups and support statistical analyses, and fully qualitative research which can capture lay beliefs in ways that capture their fuller social context but make it hard to evaluate and improve their accuracy.

**Step 4: Structured surveys**

The fourth step involves structured surveys with large samples to assess the prevalence of beliefs as suggested in the interviews. This method avoids limiting investigation only to concepts thought relevant by a handful of researchers or domain experts; in particular, such experts may not be sufficiently aware of contextual factors or personal motivations that influence real-time behaviours. Large sample sizes are used for quantitative analyses to determine prevalence of beliefs, context differences (workers in a mine versus a factory), population differences (adolescents versus adults), etc. More details on survey research methods are discussed by, for example, Converse and Presser and Krosnick.

**Step 5: Developing context-appropriate risk communications**

The fifth step involves developing context-appropriate risk communications to correct important gaps and misperceptions while reinforcing appropriate beliefs. Interview transcripts suggest context and wording that will resonate with the intended audience(s). Empirically testing communications determines whether they are understandable and sufficiently correct gaps and misperceptions. One of the first mental models studies considered radon risk communication. The researchers evaluated two communications they developed and a widely disseminated Environmental Protection Agency brochure. Evaluation methods included think-aloud protocol analysis, problem solving and a series of true/false questions to assess agreement with the expert model after reading a communication. The mental model’s communications were less confusing to readers, and those who read them had beliefs more consistent with the expert model than those who read the standard brochure. For methods for developing and testing communications, see Atman et al., Boström et al., and chapter 6 of Morgan et al.

**HOW THE APPROACH HAS BEEN USED**

We now consider two studies chosen to convey variation in the use of the method and because they might especially resonate with injury prevention researchers. The study by Cox et al. be situated within the injury control domain that in the focus is occupational health and safety communications. Their expert models were focused on particular agents (chemicals). Although possible harms were acute and chronic health effects, the methodology would have been the same had the effects included explosions and burns or other injuries. The problem formulation of the study by Downs et al. is structurally similar to many injury prevention problems in that the focus was a specific harm in a specific context (STDs and adolescents), where the probability of harm is greatly affected by individual behaviours and use of prevention. Researchers interested in structuring research around injury-causing events (car crashes, falls from trees) might look for specific methods from previous research that starts with an expert model of an event such as vaccination or floods and landslides.

Cox et al. developed a generic model for designing context-appropriate occupational safety communications. They considered the use of perchloroethylene in dry cleaning and rosin-based solder flux in the electrical/electronics sector in order to examine organisational and social context effects on communication and understanding of safety information. Injury prevention researchers increasingly note a need to understand how context impacts on injury. After developing a preliminary expert model from relevant literature, experts modelled their own beliefs in influence diagrams and then commented on the preliminary model. All this was synthesised into an expert model for each agent.

Interviews were conducted with 10 perchloroethylene users and 11 solder flux users. Cox et al. did not code the transcripts as described above but used a grounded theory approach to qualitative data analysis to develop a hierarchical list of concepts mentioned by respondents, arguing that this approach better elicits contextual influences. Those concepts were compared with concepts in the expert model and analysed for gaps, misperceptions and correct user knowledge in lay responses.

The researchers then designed work-context dependent communications for the two sectors. They used a multi-pronged approach to evaluate those communications, standard material safety data sheets (MSDS) which chemical manufacturers must produce and distribute in the EU with every chemical used, and safety leaflets produced by the UK Health and Safety Executive. Users viewed MSDS as useful to emergency responders while Health and Safety Executive leaflets were viewed as more useful to users themselves. The researchers concluded that standard MSDS did not adequately inform workers about how to protect themselves, in part because the information was provided in a generic way. Users responded better to the mental models communications where information was specific to their work context. They found users related best of all to the mental models communications, that the method was good at filling important gaps, but that it was difficult to correct existing misperceptions.

Downs and colleagues used an expert model of the risk of STD to create an interactive DVD that led to reduced STDs risks among sexually active adolescent girls. In this case the host would be a teenage girl, an event would be sexual intercourse, the agent would be a bacteria or virus and the effects would be health effects, specifically STDs. Active preventive measures could be taken prior to the event (techniques to avoid sexual activity), during the event (eg, use of a condom) and after the event (medical intervention to prevent progress of an existing STD).

These investigators have now begun a large-scale trial involving 3000 young women using the DVD under normal
The expert model is built around the factors affecting teenagers’ choices regarding behaviours that affect disease risk, developed with a panel of experts in public health, adolescent medicine, nursing and psychology. A key finding in mental models interviews with 48 adolescent girls was that they often failed to see the decisions leading to sexual acts or to have a feeling of control over those decisions. They also knew little about reproductive health or STDs other than HIV/AIDS.

Downs et al17 designed three interventions with the same context, focusing on gaps and misperceptions in adolescent girls’ mental models: an interactive video, a book with the dialogue and some images from the video, and brochures covering the same topics secured from existing commercial sources. The video and book portrayed adolescent girls with boyfriends in situations that might lead to a sexual encounter. Viewers chose which sections to watch and encountered several choice points where the video froze for 30 s and encouraged viewers to think about possible choices, with an actress then modelling one way to control the situation. Another section showed an older sister teaching a younger sister how to secure and use condoms. The book adopted these strategies to its format. It is easy to imagine teaching a younger sister how to secure and use condoms. The one that sections to watch and encountered several choice points where the video froze for 30 s and encouraged viewers to think about possible choices, with an actress then modelling one way to control the situation. Another section showed an older sister teaching a younger sister how to secure and use condoms. The book adopted these strategies to its format. It is easy to imagine teaching a younger sister how to secure and use condoms. The

The researchers conducted a longitudinal controlled study to evaluate the impact of the intervention. In that study of 300 girls, those who viewed the interactive video reported fewer condom failures 3–6 months later than those in the control group. After 6 months they were significantly less likely to report an STD diagnosis than girls in either of the two control groups.

DISCUSSION

Research using the mental models approach initially focused on environmental and natural hazards. Individuals cannot control whether such hazards occur, but can prevent or limit harm if they do. For example, one cannot eliminate radon sources from under one’s home, but can respond if it is known or suspected to be there. Mental models research has gradually expanded to health risks where individual choices may play important roles in disease acquisition, diagnosis and treatment.

Compared with environmental and many health risks, injury situations often offer more opportunities for individual choices to alter the probability or severity of adverse events through protective actions, emergency responses or preventive vigilance. For example, defensive driving can reduce both the probability and severity of a collision, while pre-emptively buckling seat belts can reduce the probability and severity of being injured if a collision occurs. These individual behaviours often take place in complex dynamic systems involving people, processes and technologies. Extending the mental models approach to these domains would both advance the method by addressing these novel problems, and provide a new perspective on them, applying scientific knowledge (eg, from epidemiology) to improving lay understanding. The expert models themselves can provide the foundation for systematic training designed to afford people with mental models that allow them to analyse and respond to emerging situations. For example, Bruine de Bruin et al18 found that an expert model outperformed narrative instruction, using the same material, when explaining the risks and benefits of xenotransplantation. Conversely, better descriptions of lay beliefs in risk-relevant terms might enhance scientific modelling. For example, Casman et al19 were able to prioritise passive and active risk management strategies through analyses that sought to inform lay decisions.20

We suggest that use of this method in injury prevention would be one way of addressing the concern that the public health approach does not sufficiently consider the role of context and knowledge needs in injury prevention. The method readily lends itself to the development of different communications by assessing the prevalence of beliefs in different audiences and targeting context-appropriate communications to each. Audiences might be defined by relevant demographic factors, by the context in which they face injury risk or by some measure of expertise.21

A limitation of mental models research in the public health and environmental health domains is that it is difficult to assess the impact of the interventions on outcomes realised in the distant future. For example, the effects of radon are not known for many years and conducting a controlled intervention study is not feasible. The work by Downs et al on STDs is an exception and showed that adolescents communicated to with the mental models approach experienced fewer harms than adolescents in the control groups. Applying the method in the domain of injury prevention might offer more opportunity for controlled study of intervention in risk situations over a reasonably short period of time, enhancing opportunities to assess the efficacy of the method.

The mental models method can be used for both persuasive and non-persuasive approaches to injury prevention.22 On the one hand it can identify facts that might be used to convince people to take injury prevention measures while, on the other, it can identify the facts that will enable people to evaluate which measures they want to take. Whatever the communication strategy, creating an expert model helps to ensure that prevention practitioners are staying true to the science, including its uncertainties. Conducting mental models interviews helps to ensure that the facts are presented in the most cogent way possible.

Like any other descriptive research, mental models studies can only suggest ways to improve individuals’ decisions regarding injury-related behaviours. Acting on (and testing) those suggestions requires concrete interventions, carefully developed with input from potential users, in order to produce the best possible realisation of that theoretical understanding. Like all interventions, these must be evaluated empirically in order to assess success. Injury prevention risk communications are not only relevant when communicating about active prevention through behaviour change but also for communications related to the use of institutional or passive preventive measures—for example, persuading use of a legally required measure or dissuading circumvention of new unfamiliar safety features in equipment or vehicles. To the extent that contextually and scientifically appropriate communications that reinforce correct beliefs and address gaps and misperceptions in knowledge can help people make better decisions and manage the risks they face, we believe the approach described here would be beneficial.
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